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 ABSTRACT 

 Nowadays,  when  individuals  travel,  they  constantly  look  for  prominent  places  in  their 

 immediate  vicinity.  People  frequently  hunt  for  significant  venues  nearby.  So  they  may  go  to 

 such  locations.  Based  on  a  dataset  obtained  from  Gowalla,  this  dataset  will  attempt  to 

 determine  the  optimal  way  for  recommending  significant  Venues  to  users.  It's  a  dataset 

 from  a  social  networking  site.  Where  folks  exchange  their  venue  check-ins.  We  will 

 analyze  the  dataset  in  order  to  find  a  workable  algorithm  that  would  provide  improved 

 recommendations  to  users  on  their  website.  The  dataset  is  usually  clueless,  and  the 

 patterns  in  this  dataset  are  not  pre-defined.  The  optimal  way  of  going  with  the  dataset  is 

 using  unsupervised  learning.  So  that  we  can  cluster  the  places  based  on  the  geographical 

 area. 
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 1.  Introduction 

 The  main  objective  of  the  project  is  to  provide  an  optimal  recommendation  system. 

 That  helps  users  to  choose  the  most/most  frequently  visited  venues  based  on  their 

 geographical  location.  In  this  project,  the  recommendation  system  is  designed  on  the 

 check-ins  in  an  LBSN  application,  Gowalla  [1]  .  To  provide  more  information  regarding  the 

 locations  we  use  the  data  obtained  from  Google  places  API  another  data  set  that  provides 

 the  name  to  spot  id.  So  when  we  talk  about  recommendations  we  need  to  incline  toward 

 clustering  methods  that  are  the  only  optimal  and  yet  simple  method.  Looking  deeply  into 

 this method. 

 There  are  two  major  paradigms  in  recommendation  algorithms:  collaborative 

 approaches  (such  as  user-user,  item-item,  and  matrix  factorization)  that  are  solely  based 

 on  the  user-item  interaction  matrix  and  content-based  approaches  (such  as  regression  or 

 classification models) that use prior information about users and/or items. 

 But  none  of  these  approaches  will  work  in  our  recommendation.  There  is  the 

 intuition  behind  it:  imagine  a  user  comes  to  a  particular  location.  We  should  recommend  a 

 place  based  on  how  many  people  have  visited  the  place,  how  often  they  visited  the  place, 

 and  how  to  recommend  that  place  is  but  not  an  x  user  like  this  zy  place  so  that  y  user  also 

 may  like  this  place.  But  this  is  a  very  bad  approach  in  our  case.  Even  the  user-item, 

 item-item, and user-user methods will not work in our cases. 

 So  we  can  give  a  recommendation  based  on  simpler  approaches.  Such  as 

 clustering  will  be  the  most  optimal  one  in  our  case.  So  will  start  with  supervised  and 

 unsupervised intuition that will help us why we choose this approach. 

 1.1.  Supervised vs Unsupervised 

 There  is  a  simple  rule  while  differentiating  between  supervised  and  unsupervised 

 data.  If  you  were  given  the  data  points  along  with  their  corresponding  class 

 labels—labeled  data,  then  our  task  is  to  come  up  with  a  model  that  predicts  the  chance 

 that has never been seen. 
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 Figure 1. Labeled data 

 1.2.  Unsupervised Learning 

 Unlike  supervised  learning  methods,  unsupervised  learning  [4]  does  not  begin  with 

 these  class  designations.  You  just  have  a  collection  of  data  points,  as  seen  in  Fig.  2.  An 

 unsupervised  algorithm  frequently  discovers  labels  by  discovering  some  pattern  in  the 

 data.  That  is  exactly  what  our  clustering  technique  will  do.  In  certain  ways,  you  execute  a 

 clustering  technique  on  an  unlabeled  dataset,  and  it  determines  the  class  labels  as  a 

 result. 

 Figure 2. Unlabeled Data 
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 1.3.  K-Means Algorithm 

 We'll  put  this  intuition  in  general  statements,  followed  by  a  mathematical  formulation 

 in  the  form  of  pseudocode.  Before  we  begin,  let's  go  over  the  ultimate  purpose  of  K-Means 

 clustering  [3]  .  When  the  clustering  is  finished,  each  data  point  should  be  assigned  to  a 

 cluster, and each data point should only be assigned to one cluster. 

 As  a  first  step,  determine  K  the  number  of  clusters  into  which  you  want  to  divide 

 your  dataset.  In  general,  if  there  are  K  clusters,  each  point  is  allocated  to  a  cluster.  If  the 

 distance  between  that  point  and  cluster  i.e.  cluster  center  is  shorter  than  the  distance 

 between  that  point  and  all  other  cluster  centers.  we  must  update  the  cluster  centers. 

 Simply  set  the  cluster  center  to  the  average  of  all  the  points  in  that  cluster  to  do  this. 

 Intuitively,  it's  evident  that  the  new  cluster  centers  may  not  be  points  in  the  original  dataset, 

 but  rather  points  in  the  same  space.  Repeat  the  procedure  of  allocating  each  of  the 

 remaining  points  to  the  cluster  center  closest  to  them.  Return  to  the  previous  step  and 

 update all the cluster centers. 

 Let's break down the stages pseudo-code and see how they relate to our prior Intuition. 

 Algorithm 

 Step 1  : The first step is to provide the number of  clusters K, in the pseudocode. 

 Step  2  :  Then,  at  random,  you  select  K  data  points  and  assign  them  to  be  the  centroids  or 

 cluster centers. This is step 2, and we'll refer to it as random initialization. 

 Step  3  :  This  stage  is  allocating  all  remaining  data  points  to  a  cluster  based  on  which 

 cluster center they are closest to, which distance is frequently the Euclidean distance. 

 K-means  Rationale  :  Below  is  the  general  formula  that  we  use  to  calculate  the  euclidean 

 distance between 2 points this formula is restricted to 2d space 

 𝑑    =    ( 𝑥 
 2             

−     𝑥 
 1 
) 2       +    ( 𝑦 

 2 
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 If we have a 3d space then the following formula will be applied 

 𝑑 ( 𝑝 ,  𝑞 )   =    
 𝑖 = 1 

 𝑛 

∑ ( 𝑞 
 𝑖 

−  𝑝 
 𝑖 
) 2    

 Where, 

 two points is euclidean n-space  𝑝 ,  𝑞    =

 Euclidean vectors, starting from  the origin of the space (initial point)  𝑞 
 𝑖    
,     𝑝 

 𝑖 
   =

 n-space  𝑛    =

 Step  4:  The  cluster  center  is  then  updated  to  equal  the  average  of  all  the  points  in  the 

 relevant  cluster.  Then,  return  to  the  previous  step  and  assign  our  points  to  the  most 

 recently updated cluster center. 

 Step  5:  Steps  3  and  4  are  repeated  until  our  cluster  centers  remain  constant,  at  which 

 time the clustering method is said to have converged. 

 Limitation of K-mean Algorithm 
 ➔  The  resultant  clustering  is  significantly  dependent  on  the  random  initialization  and 

 may not always be the global optimum. 

 ➔  Convergence is hampered by a bad initialization decision. 

 ➔  The K-Means approach is insufficiently robust to account for outliers in the dataset. 

 2.  Analysis of Dataset 

 The  dataset  is  taken  from  Gowalla  is  a  location-based  social  networking  website 

 where  users  share  their  locations  by  checking  in.  The  friendship  network  is  undirected  and 

 was  collected  using  their  public  API,  and  consists  of  196,591  nodes  and  950,327  edges. 

 We  have  collected  a  total  of  6,442,890  check-ins  of  these  users  from  Feb.  2009  -  to  Oct. 

 2010. The following data set will be analyzed. 
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 2.1.  Exploratory Data Analysis 

 Exploratory  Data  Analysis  refers  to  the  crucial  process  of  conducting  preliminary 

 investigations  on  data  to  uncover  patterns,  spot  anomalies,  test  hypotheses,  and  validate 

 assumptions using summary statistics and graphical representations. 

 The  initial  dataset  has  been  loaded  with  pandas  and  without  a  header  as  none  so 

 that we can define the header at our convenience. 

 df  =  PD.  read_csv  (  'Gowalla_totalCheckins.txt'  ,  sep  =  '  \t  '  ,  header  =  None  ) 

 df.columns [  'Id_User'  ,  'TimeStamp'  ,  'Latitude'  ,  'Longitude'  ,  'Id_Spot'  ] 

 df.  head  () 

 Figure 3. Checkin data 

 If  you  observe  Figure  3  other  fields  are  not  required  for  our  recommendation  so  we 

 need  to  remove  the  Timestamp  which  is  not  required  in  our  case.  There  is  a  missing 

 column  that  we  need  to  get.  If  your  observer  spot  is  in  the  form  of  spots_id.  We  cannot 

 suggest the user spot it. For that purpose, we need a second dataset that has id_spot. 

 Furthermore,  the  dataset  contains  check-in,  which  does  not  affect  our  prediction 

 algorithm.  Checkin  has  been  removed  from  the  code  below.  For  all  of  the  events  in  NYC, 

 predicting and associating clusters. 

 nyc_events  [  'Clusters'  ] =  K_Means  .predict(  nyc_events  [[  'Longitude'  ,  'Latitude'  ]]) 

 nyc_events  [[  'Id_User'  ,  'Latitude'  ,  'Longitude'  ,  'Id_Spot'  ,  'Clusters'  ]].  sample  (  10  ) 
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 Id_User Latitude    Longitude   Id_Spot Clusters 

 13638   36376   40.769225   -73.992979  133502  187 

 61873   156610  40.738915   -74.030364  199679  145 

 32312   78775   40.648556   -73.783842  161579  6 

 34072   842 40.758934   -73.977170  24387   162 

 33938   111 40.797300   -73.951292  12124   133 

 7686    33387   40.752715   -73.993639  25323   87 

 27022   430 40.725023   -73.999110  19762   92 

 93125   125533  40.738117   -74.003903  59774   169 

 50959   22131   40.742288   -73.983362  154300  107 

 32404   34131   40.648899   -73.792570  34251   236 

 2.2.  Analysis of second data 

 In  the  current  data  set,  we  have  only  spot_id.  The  second  data  set  will  help  to  find 

 the  spot  name  with  help  of  spot_id  it  or  else  can  query  it  using  geographical  Coordinates. 

 Below is the code that helps us to analyze the top column rows in the second dataset. 

 venues  =  pd  .  read_csv  (  'spots.txt'  ,  sep  =  '  \t  '  ,  header  =  0  ) 

 venues  .  columns  = [  'Id_Spot'  ,  'SpotName'  ,  'Geo-Coordinates'  ] 

 venues  .  head  () 

 Figure 4. Location Information data from Spot_id 

 From  the  data  shown  in  Figure  4,  set  we  can  use  the  spot_id  and  spot  name  alongside 

 there are Geo-coordinates we can use for combining two datasets. 
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 2.3.  Filtering New York from Dataset 

 Since  the  volume  of  the  dataset  is  huge,  we  filtered  the  check-ins  belonging  to  just  New 

 York  City.  That  will  help  us  to  decrease  the  volume.  This  will  also  assist  us  in  analyzing  the 

 algorithm's  recommendations  because  we  are  familiar  with  New  York  City,  and  it  will  be  the 

 best place for us to test because there will be more famous places nearby. 

 The  below  code  will  help  us  to  filter  New  York  from  the  dataset.  The  coordinates  are  the 

 rough  estimates  of  the  bounding  box  of  New  York,  and  all  the  check-ins  that  are  present 

 within this bounding box are filtered. 

 min_lon  ,  min_lat  ,  max_lon  ,  max_lat  = -  74.2589  ,  40.4774  ,  -  73.7004  ,  40.9176 

 nyc_events  =  df  [(  df  [  'Longitude'  ]>  min_lon  ) & 

 (  df  [  'Longitude'  ]<  max_lon  ) & 

 (  df  [  'Latitude'  ]>  min_lat  ) & 

 (  df  [  'Latitude'  ]<  max_lat  )] 

 nyc_events  .  head  () 

 Figure 5. Filtered dataset 

 You  can  observe  from  Figure  5  longitude  column  has  points  between  -74  to  -73  which  lies 

 in New York. 
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 2.4.  Merging Datasets 

 We need to combine the above 2 datasets by using the panda frame joins. 

 nyc_events  =  pd  .  DataFrame  .  merge  (  nyc_events  ,  venues  [[  'Id_Spot'  ,  'SpotName'  ]],  on  =  'Id 
 _Spot'  ,  how  =  "inner"  ) 

 nyc_events  .  head  () 

 Figure 6. Merged Dataset 

 3.  Applying Algorithm 

 We  need  to  locate  the  cluster  after  cleaning  the  dataset  so  that  we  may  recommend  it  to 

 users  based  on  the  geographical  cluster  area.  Clustering  is  a  method  of  grouping  data 

 points  together.  It  is  a  well-known  technique  for  statistical  data  analysis  and  an 

 unsupervised  learning  method.  In  this  scenario,  we'll  use  a  clustering  method  to  divide  the 

 data  into  clusters  based  on  geographic  location.  To  accomplish  so,  we'll  use  the  K-means 

 clustering technique, which is one of the most effective clustering algorithms available. 

 3.1.  Finding the K value 

 K-means  clustering  partitions  the  dataset  into  k  clusters,  where  each  instance  is  allocated 

 to  one  cluster.  Each  cluster  is  represented  by  the  cluster's  center,  also  known  as  the 

 centroid.  The  procedure  works  iteratively  by  relocating  the  k-centroids  and  re-classifying 

 data points. 

 ●  To  apply  or  implement  the  k  means  algorithm  first  we  have  to  find  the  value  of  K 

 centroids. 
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 ●  To  decide  that  there  are  many  ways  and  one  of  them  is  the  Rule  of  thumb  method. 

 where we calculate k using  , where N  is the total number of rows.  𝑘    ≃     𝑁  /2 

 ●  By doing so, each cluster will ideally have  points.     2  𝑁    

 ●  we  have  112390  total  rows  after  filtering  new-york  in  our  dataset.  By  applying  the 

 formulae we get     112390/2    ≃     240 

 # Rule of thumb for k: sqrt(n/2); here n is 112390 - total no. of NYC events 

 K_Means  = KMeans(  n_clusters  =  240  ,  init  =  'k-means++'  ) 

 3.2.  Application of K-Means 

 The  K-means  algorithm  [3]  separates  data  into  a  k-number  of  clusters  and  continues  the 

 procedure until no better clusters are found. 

 The k-means clustering algorithm mainly achieves two objectives: 

 ●  The k-center that is closest to each data point is assigned to it. 

 ●  Data points are assigned to their nearest k-center to form a cluster. 

 We are looking for clusters based on longitude and latitude in the code below. 

 # Compute the clusters based on longitude and latitude features 

 X_sample  =  nyc_events  [[  'Longitude'  ,  'Latitude'  ]].  sample  (  frac  =  0.1  ) 

 K_Means  .fit(  X_sample  ) 

 y  =  K_Means  .labels_ 

 print  (  "k = 240"  ,  " silhouette_score "  , silhouette_score(  X_sample  ,  y  ,  metric  =  'euclidean'  )) 

 Silhouette Score  [2] 

 k = 240  silhouette_score  0.47066921351891705 

 The  silhouette  score  indicates  how  effectively  samples  are  clustered  with  other  samples 

 that  are  similar  to  each  other.  It  is  used  to  evaluate  the  quality  of  clusters  generated  using 

 clustering  methods  such  as  K-Means.  For  each  sample  of  distinct  clusters,  the  Silhouette 
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 score  is  calculated.  The  Silhouette  score  is  above  0.47  it's  a  good  score  as  prescribed 

 by the intuition of the algorithm 

 The  silhouette  coefficient,  often  known  as  the  silhouette  score,  is  a  statistic  used  to  assess 

 the effectiveness of a clustering process. It has a value ranging from -1 to 1. 

 ●  1 indicates that clusters are far apart and easily differentiated. 

 ●  0  indicates  that  clusters  are  unconcerned,  or  that  the  space  between  clusters  is 

 insignificant. 

 ●  -1 indicates that clusters have been allocated incorrectly. 

 The  score  is  0.42  which  is  between  its  neither  far  apart  nor  close  to  each  other  so  we  can 

 consider the cluster is centered correctly. 

 𝑠𝑖𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒     𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒    =    ( 𝑏 −  𝑎 ) /  𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑏 ,  𝑎 )

 4.  Results 

 In this section we will provide a detailed analysis of our experimental results. 

 4.1.  Analysis of the output cluster 

 The  below  code  will  help  us  to  display  the  output  cluster  along  with  the  geographical 

 locations This will helps us to know which cluster the location has been classified  [5]  . 

 nyc_events  [  'Clusters'  ] =  K_Means  .  predict  (  nyc_events  [[  'Longitude'  ,  'Latitude'  ]]) 

 nyc_events  [[  'Id_User'  ,  'Latitude'  ,  'Longitude'  ,  'Id_Spot'  ,  'Clusters'  ]].  sample  (  10  ) 
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 Figure 7. Location clusters 
 In  the  above  Figure  7,  you  will  notice  the  last  column  is  a  cluster.  This  indicates  the 

 number  to  which  the  spot_id  is  classified  into.  Now  This  will  give  a  basic  idea  of  how 

 exactly the clustering has taken place and where it has been classified into. 

 4.2.  Analysis of the Top visited venues 

 The  below  code  will  help  us  to  get  the  top-visited  places  in  new  york.  This  will  help  us  to 

 analyze the top-visited places in New York. 

 topven  =  nyc_events  .  groupby  ([  'Clusters'  ,  'Id_Spot'  ]).  size  ().  reset_index  () 
 topven  .  columns  = [  'Clusters'  ,  'Id_Spot'  ,  'Venue_Count'  ] 
 idx  =  topven  .  groupby  ([  'Clusters'  ])[  'Venue_Count'  ].  transform  (  max  )==  topven  [  'Venue_C 
 ount'  ] 
 Top_Venue  =  topven  [  idx  ].merge(  venues  ,  on  =  'Id_Spot'  ,  how  =  'left'  ).sort_values(  by  =  'Ven 
 ue_Count'  ,  ascending  =  False  ) 

 #top 10 out of 200 clusters by events count 
 Top_Venues  =  Top_Venue  [:  50  ] 

 The below code will help to plot the data of top venues in new york using pyplot 
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 # Most Visited Venues 

 plot  .  style  .  use  (  'ggplot'  ) 

 figure  =  plot  .  figure  () 

 figure  .set_size_inches(  21  ,  5  ) 

 plot  .  bar  (  range  (  len  (  Top_Venues  )),  Top_Venues  [  'Venue_Count'  ],  align  =  'center'  ) 

 plot  .  xticks  (  range  (  len  (  Top_Venues  )),  Top_Venues  [  'SpotName'  ],  rotation  =  'vertical'  ) 

 plot  .  title  (  'Most visited venues'  ) 

 plot  .  show  () 

 Figure 8. Bar graph representing the top-visited venue based on the count 

 If  you  observe  Figure  8  the  above  graph  the  top  most  visited  places  are  airports  followed 

 by  Times  Square  and  so  on  science  the  data  is  from  2010  but  some  of  the  places  are  still 

 the  most  frequently  visited  places  in  New  York.  Like  time  square  and  some  but  this  gives 

 an overall idea that classifications have been done correctly. 

 4.3.  Final Recommendation 

 In  this  stage  will  write  a  function  block  that  will  help  us  to  predict  the  top  venues 

 based  on  user  location.  The  below  code  will  take  df  (data  frame)  latitude  and  longitude  this 

 will be the function block to predicate the user location. 
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 def  recommend_venues  (  df  ,  Latitude  ,  Longitude  ): 

 predCluster  =  K_Means  .  predict  (  np  .  array  ([  Longitude  ,  Latitude  ]).  reshape  (  1  , -  1  ))[  0  ] 

 # Fetch the venue name of the top most record in  the topvenues dataframe for the predicted cluster 

 venue_name  =  df  [  df  [  "Clusters"  ] ==  predCluster  ].iloc[  0  ][  "SpotName"  ] 

 message  =  "What about visiting the "  +  venue_name  +  "?" 

 return  message 

 Output 1: 
 recommend_venues  (  Top_Venue  ,  40.74602  , -  73.98800  ) 

 'What about visiting the Ace Hotel?' 

 The  above  code  is  the  final  output  of  our  project,  I  have  taken  coordinates  a  place  near 

 Ace  hotel  and  which  was  the  most  recommended  venue  in  that  location  so  our 

 recommendation system has suggested the same. 

 Output 2: 
 recommend_venues  (  Top_Venue  ,  40.7598  , -  73.9795  ) 

 'What about visiting the The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA)?' 

 Output  2  was  a  bit  odd  as  there  was  another  famous  place  near  that  coordinate  but  as  it 

 was a more concurrent cluster it has fallen into a museum of modern art. 

 Output 3: 
 recommend_venues  (  Top_Venue  ,  40.7841  , -  73.9588  ) 

 'What about visiting the Church of the Advent Hope?' 

 Output 3 was recommended correct 
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 5.  Conclusion 

 Recommendation  systems  will  become  commonplace  and  will  be  integrated  into 

 our  daily  life  shortly,  as  they  are  already  in  use  in  most  of  the  top-performing  websites.  It 

 will  also  be  more  customized  based  on  user  activity  patterns,  however,  one  of  the  main 

 obstacles  with  personalization  suggestions  is  a  shortage  of  user  data  points.  In  that 

 instance, a generalized model will be deployed, but it may not affect the user. 

 More  methods  are  being  developed  on  a  regular  basis,  however,  at  the  granular  level, 

 clustering  is  the  most  recommended  since  it  collects  all  user  data  points.  However,  this  is 

 also affected by time and natural elements. 
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